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ABSTRACT

Brand personality, an integral part of brand image, is considered critical to differentiate a brand in the marketplace. It opened new horizons for brand management in the relational marketing field. Researchers’ interest in brand personality expanded rapidly after the seminal work of Aaker framework. But to date, heavy criticism was leveled against Aaker’s multi-dimensional model to measure brand personality construct. This prompted researchers to review the literature on the effectiveness and limitations of influential framework of brand personality to inform future research. Comprehensiveness of the Aaker’s framework is generalizable over multiple product categories. As regards limitations, Aaker’s scale is considered as a crude measure of brand personality as it transposed human personality traits rather than using brands themselves. Additionally, the framework is American culture specific as Aaker’s five-dimensional structure did not always receive empirical substantiation across different cultural settings. Directions for future research are also presented.
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1- INTRODUCTION

1-1 Brand and Brand Personality

Brand is considered as basic factor of marketing and brand is defined as “a name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a combination of these, intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of competitors” [1]. Researchers [2, 3, 4] explained brand as value proposition that fulfills the particular needs and wants of the customers. Creating a strong brand is played a significant role for organization to achieve competitive advantage over its competitors [5] and also considered as an important instrument in corporate marketing strategies [6]. In the light of consumers’ perception, brand can add distinct value in the product and considered as more enduring asset of products [1]. A study [7] claimed that researchers have shown growing interest in brand personality concept because of its two constituents: human personality and brand characteristics.

As regards brand personality [8] defined it as “the way a consumer perceives the brand on the personality of a man to conceive”. Brand personality [9] defined it as human traits linked with brands. The research of [10] is considered as first mentioned study of brand with personality and taken as foundation of this concept from projective methods. Most of the researches on brand personality derived from projective research, more specifically, from qualitative studies conducted by practitioners [11, 12, 13]. Brand personality is established based on the inspiration of those consumers “choose which brands to buy in a similar way that they choose which fellow humans to socialize with” [14]. A study of [15] argue that stronger relationship can build between brand and personality of the brand’s identity match with the perception of consumers. [16] acknowledged that "the greater the self-expressive value and the distinctiveness of brand personality are, the greater will be the attractiveness of the brand personality". He also explained the concept of social identification which refers to consumers’ tendency to categorize themselves as an affiliate of certain group(s).

According to [9] brand personality is multi-dimensional concept consisting of dimensions namely excitement, ruggedness, competence, sincerity and sophistication. This may be considered one of the comprehensive frameworks of brand personality which can be generalized over multiple product categories. The research conducted on brand personality is considered as very young as compared to human personality studies [17]. Some researchers [e.g., 17] also criticized the framework of [9] because it only consisted of positive attributes of the brand whereas some brands are not so wholesome. Negative factors were excluded in the development of brand personality scale [18]. Researchers [19] claimed that some items were added that were not considered as proper personality traits.
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1-2 Micro vs. Macro Approaches to Brand Personality

The terms micro and macro were introduced first in two specific approaches of social psychology in social values study [20]. He introduced the term micro by considering “the specificity of each area of investigation calls for a targeted study and that the use of overly generalized inventories is inappropriate”. On the other hand, macro approach, proposed by [21], is taken as to measure social values exhaustive through multiple inventories of values [22]. They argued that “this epistemological question also arises in relation to the concept of brand personality. For consumption practices are imprinted with characteristics that are both cultural and linked to product categories, thus raising doubts as the universal nature of brand personality inventories”. A recent comprehensive literature review [22] exposed that the most of the studies were undertaken in recent years in different areas. In it, researchers claimed that field of brand personality has expanded rapidly after the seminal work of [9], in multiple sectors like product, company, communication medium brand, retail channel and services industry. Consequently, retail chains, services and media develop their own brands [23] just because of identifying the importance of brand personality [24].

The measurement of brand personality is dependent upon the area of study or industry because the there are hardly comparability between the available scale of brand personality. In general, global or holistic approaches are viewable as a macroform of brand personality, for which different brand domains are grouped together, such as tangible goods, services, media and telecom operators in his scale [9]. At macro level, this approach involves into inter-category dimensions of product and cross-cultural studies whereas at micro level, the studies related to brand personality conducting at specific areas.

1-3 Implicit Theories of Personality Malleability

Researchers [25] argues that “a significant body of social psychology research has found that individuals maintain systematically different implicit theories about the world around them as evidenced by either a belief in the fixedness or immutability of personality, characterized by an entity theory orientation, or a belief in the changeability or malleability of personality, characterized by an incremental theory orientation”. These theories guide information processing and social interactions and individuals rely on these theories to predict and interpret various phenomena and they judge objects, others and themselves [26]. Recent empirical studies in the domain of consumer research shown that implicit theories related to human personality are used to interpret information about marketing activities [27, 28, 29]. For example, implicit theories of consumers persuade their acceptance with brand extensions i.e., when a company launch new product under the existing brand name [27].

1-4 Consequences of Brand Personality

Brand personalities proposed significant managerial implications with respect to the relationship of consumer with brands [30, 31] and also explicated the consumer behavior [32, 33]. Hence, the brand personality concept provided new horizons for the brand management in relational marketing field [33]. Some important variables considered as consequences of brand personality is the literature includes perceived brand quality [34, 35], attitude to the brand [32, 33, 36, 37, 38], intentions of future behavior [36, 39], attachment to the brand [30, 31, 33, 40], commitment to the brand [31, 32, 33] and trust in the brand [30, 31, 41].

1-5 Limitations of Brand Personality

Brand personality was firstly introduced by [9] as “the set of human characteristics associated with a brand”. This definition explained the concept but researchers criticized this term because of its “catch-all character” and overly vagueness [19]. Apart from the issues associated with the formulation of clear definition, [42] argued that “it seems necessary to question the validity of the ontological concept of brand personality”. Therefore, it’s important to highlight the criticism, shortcomings and limitations leveled against the brand personality concept advanced by [9].

The first critical limitation of [9] brand personality construct is items associated with this scale. [43] argued that most studies conducted on brand personality are entirely based on transposition of theories and used “crude measurement tools” that were originally developed for the measurement of human personality. This statement also supported by the study of [44] in an Italian context, which showed that human personality scale cannot transpose to brands directly. To overcome this issue numerous authors [e.g. 45] developed new scales of brand personality from qualitative studies which are based on brands themselves instead of transposing human personality traits. The second limitation is associated with the semantic problems and measurement items presented [9]. [19] claimed that the items of “Competence” dimensions should be excluded that are associated with cognitive abilities and intelligence. The third limitation in [9] model is association of the dimensions to American culture only [38, 40]. [46] revealed the dimensions of brand personality in different cultures such as Japan and Spain in comparison with USA. Another limitation is that interpretations of the dimensions of this scale. In addition, Aaker’s original multi-
dimensional structure did not always receive empirical substantiation. For example, [28] developed 4-dimensional scale in Korean context and [47] established a 6-dimensional scale in Canada.

2- Conclusion and Discussion

The purpose of non systematic review was to critically evaluate influential framework of brand personality proposed by Aaker. Empirical evidence confirms mounting researchers’ interest in brand personality after the seminal work of [9] framework. But to date, heavy criticism was leveled against Aaker’s multi-dimensional model to measure brand personality construct. Comprehensiveness of the Aaker’s framework is generalizable over multiple product categories. As regards limitations, Aaker’s scale is considered as crude measure of brand personality as it transposed human personality traits rather than using brands themselves. Additionally, the framework is American culture specific as Aaker’s five-dimensional structure did not always receive empirical substantiation across different cultural settings.

In line with [48] suggestion, researchers are urged to develop new models related to brand personality with respect to cross-cultural aspects and extending the methodology into new areas as well. These new models should remedy the problems linked with the Brand Personality Five Factor Model (BPFFM) such as negative factors [18, 49, 50], specificity of culture [49] and exclusion of different items that are not related to human traits [18].
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